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      The book is utterly marvellous: wonderfully clear and amazingly comprehensive.
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      Effortlessly understands the myriad of social influences and historical complexities that make up modern day Scotland. 




  
          Chris Yuill




              


    
      



 


 
      David McCrone has written an expertly-judged and thought-provoking book. He situates Scotland within a sociological imagination that will prove vital for the orientation of a small nation through the turbulence of the twenty-first century. Its predecessor Understanding Scotland virtually invented the sociology of Scotland from scratch more than a quarter of a century ago. This time around, The New Sociology of Scotland has radically upped the stakes.
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      This masterly book  is the vital text for understanding contemporary Scotland. It is comprehensive in treatment, convincing in argument and a most accessible read.




  
          Professor Sir Tom Devine




              


    
      



 


 
       This is a monumental achievement. It is the definitive account of modern Scotland but its significance goes beyond this. David McCrone’s theoretically sophisticated book will become a classic analysis of how modernity plays out in specific places with their own histories, cultures and politics. 
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      This is an ambitious and hugely timely book, broad in scope but with detailed and balanced argumentation throughout. The New Sociology of Scotland provides a new benchmark in our understanding of Scotland and its significance to a much broader social science. The book goes far beyond Scotland, providing a theoretically informed and empirically rich contribution to some of the most pressing contemporary sociological questions (identity, globalisation, belonging).
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      This marvellous book explores the complexity of Scotland through the many and varied ways in which the experience of Scotland is lived: through the expression of its history and politics, its religion and its sport, its sense of place and its rich popular culture. In the process it draws upon an exhaustive range of academic and literary sources.  It is a beautifully written, magisterial study built on a lifetime of impeccable research and scholarship.
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      A most useful book for grasping the meaning of new social and political developments in Scotland. David McCrone is a long-standing academic with an authoritative reputation for dissecting the social fabric of Scottish contemporary society. This volume is a most timely contribution for understanding current debates and future scenarios for Scotland and its relationship with the UK and Europe.
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      McCrone's writing has provided much of the intellectual superstructure for the Scottish Society course I have taught for a quarter of a century. This new book adds further to that construction, given the challenging evidence-based debates and broader sociological canvas it offers up to the reader.




  
          Douglas Robertson




              


    
      



 


 
      David McCrone’s authoritative work on Scotland – and more broadly, nationalism – is deservedly well known. Deploying his formidable knowledge, and drawing at times on contributions by his colleagues, he has devised a monumental, clear and well organised textbook. This will be a key point of departure for those seeking to understand Scotland today.
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      An informative text on all aspects of Scottish life and politics.  The text is easy to digest and there are thoughtful examples




  
          Mrs Eileen Mc Partland
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